
SWAN FORUM
The leading, global hub for the smart water, wastewater and stormwater sectors
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The Smart Water Networks Forum (SWAN)  is 
the leading, global smart water hub.

Founded in 2010, SWAN is uniquely focused 
on increasing the awareness and acceleration 
of smart, data-driven solutions in drinking 
water, wastewater, and stormwater networks 
worldwide.

By aligning industry thought leaders and 
fostering inclusive collaboration, we have 
become the driving force in proactively 
influencing the smart water sector.

Welcome to SWAN  
Reinventing our water future.
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SWAN Members
Global leaders in advancing smart water worldwide.

SWAN is home to diverse industry leaders 
across key audiences. Through regional and 
global collaboration, SWAN Members are 
proactively  influencing the water sector and 
creating a smarter, more resilient water future.

We provide a platform for progress and 
collaborative space for global curious minds to 
share information, knowledge, and solutions.

Water utilities Researchers

Regulators

Solution providers

Investors Rising 
professionals

Academics

Consultants
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The SWAN Ecosystem
An authoritative, unbiased, progressive platform for curious minds.
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SWAN’s diverse Member 
Ecosystem provides a global 
platform for cross-sector 
collaboration across 
municipal, commercial, 
academia, regulatory and 
non-profit sectors.

Whether you are seeking a 
specific technology solution or 
a potential partner, we are 
your trusted, go-to source.

“SWAN is the optimal place for utilities and technology experts to 
meet and brainstorm on the current and future of smart water.”

Nav Otal, SWAN Council
Director of Utilities - City of Bellevue, WA  (US)
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Collaborative SWAN Alliances/Work Groups

Est. in 2015, this Alliance is home to 
diverse utility & industry thought leaders 
shaping smart water across the Americas. 

A recent initiative, this Alliance is driven by 
regional leaders working on smart water 
projects in this emerging region.

Initiated in 2017, this Alliance brings 
together utility and industry smart water 
thought leaders across APAC. 

Born 2019, this affiliate connects young 
prof. with smart water opportunities, from 
mentoring to upskilling.

Launched in 2019, the EUA consists of 
progressive, regional utility leaders 
advancing the smart water sector. 

Formed 2019, this is a global Work Group 
of ecosystem thought leaders mapping 
digital twin strategy and implementation.  
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SWAN Annual Conference
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Our flagship Annual Conference is the gathering point for leading smart 
water stakeholders. Filled with innovative and engaging content with 
ample networking opportunities, this event brings together senior utility 
managers, technology providers, researchers, consultants, regulators, 
investors, academics, and the diverse smart water ecosystem.

The speakers are 
highly informative, the 
attendees are both 
collaborative and 
engaging. It’s a great, 
global event driving 
the water industry 
forward.”

Gary Wong (USA)
Global Infrastructure & 
Water Principal / AVEVA

“SWAN consistently 
brings together 
leading water actors 
that serve as key 
drivers for much 
needed smart 
water-led  business 
transformation.”

Eva Martínez Díaz (Spain)  
Head of Smart Services / 
FCC Aqualia

“An ideal setting to meet 
like-minded people, 
sharing the vision of 
what a Smart Water 
Network could be. I go to 
hear the latest trends to 
help shape my smart 
water strategy.”

Andy Smith (UK)          
Smart Water Strategy 
Manager / Anglian Water

Carla A. Reid, General Manager of WSSC Water, 
delivers a keynote  address at SWAN 2019
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Five reasons to join SWAN
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1. Networking

Interact with utilities, 
solution providers, and 
diverse ecosystem 
members. Share best 
practices and identify 
areas of collaboration.

2. Research

Access and contribute 
to cutting-edge smart 
water research and 
white papers on 
trending topics 
shaping the sector. 

4. Marketing

Be featured as a 
leading smart water  
thought leader, 
showcase case 
studies, and share 
your valuable insights.

3. Collaborative Initiatives

Tap into SWAN’s Americas 
Alliance, APAC Alliance, 
European Utility Alliance, and 
Digital Twin Work Group. 
Engage in Data-as-a-Service 
& Smart Metering calls.

5. Leadership

Participate as a Lead  
Partner in a SWAN  
Alliance. Speak at events 
about your smart water 
journey and accelerate 
the industry!

SWAN Membership also includes 1-4 complimentary passes to the SWAN Annual  Conference.
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www.swan-forum.com
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Our website reflects all that we stand for, designed to 
make it easier for all to collectively and proactively 
influence the global smart water sector.

Member Ecosystem
Make sense of ‘smart water noise’ through our intuitive 
search function. Accelerate collaboration by filtering 
members by category, region, and solution. 

Knowledge Hub
Explore our reports, case studies, interactive tools, 
and new initiatives. Learn how SWAN is accelerating 
smart water globally across key focus areas. 

Events
In-person, digital, and hybrid events are critical to 
SWAN’s growth. From internal member calls and 
regional webinars, to global workshops and  
conferences, we are your source for targeted content.

http://www.swan-forum.com/




Highdown House, Yeoman Way
Worthing, West Sussex BN99 3HH

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 2032 905342
Email: info@swan-forum.com

www.swan-forum.com

mailto:info@swan-forum.com

